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COMPENDIUM OF RESOURCES

❖ ESSENTIALS ON THE MEDICARE QPP
  ▪ QPP Overview
  ▪ Navigating the QPP Step-by-Step
  ▪ MACRA/QPP Primer Deck
  ▪ Guide to Acronyms
  ▪ Guide to Reporting Mechanisms
  ▪ How QPP Affects Medicare Part B Payments
  ▪ Diagram: Key Resources and Organizations

❖ RESOURCES TO HELP SUCCEED UNDER THE MIPS PATHWAY
  ▪ MIPS Overview
  ▪ ACI Category Hardship/Reweighting
  ▪ Transition Year - ACI Category
  ▪ Transition Year – Quality Category
  ▪ Transition Year – Improvement Activities Category
  ▪ MIPS Scoring Overview
  ▪ Practice Assessment for MIPS Reporting Options

❖ NAVIGATING THE ADVANCED APM PATHWAY
  ▪ Advanced APM Overview
  ▪ Next Gen Overview
  ▪ MSSP Track ACOs Overview
  ▪ CPC+ Overview
  ▪ Oncology Care Model Overview
  ▪ Side-by-Side Comparison of APMs
  ▪ APM Building Blocks

❖ VIDEO LIBRARY – Recorded Webinars
  ▪ Tutorial 1: MACRA at 30000 ft.
  ▪ Tutorial 2: Quality and Cost
  ▪ Tutorial 3: ACI and Improvement Activities
  ▪ Tutorial 4: Advanced APMs
  ▪ Tutorial 5: MIPS APMs

❖ FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (searchable answers to common questions from physicians across the nation)

www.physiciansadvocacyinstitute.org